
LEFT BRUSH KNEE PUSH AND KICKS SEQUENCES (11 - 15) 

 

              
 

 

              
 

             
 

             
  

 

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

           

 

 

11. Left Brush Knee and Push – Facing West. Step onto 

left heel and while shifting weight forward onto left 

foot, drop left hand palm down across knee to left side 

and push right hand forwards at shoulder height. 
 

12. Left Parting the Horses Mane – Turn on weighted left 

heel 45⁰ outwards, turning hips to left, bringing right arm 

across chest to left, palm down and left arm across to 

right, palm down.  Turn left hand palm up and then 

sweep up in an arc extending to left, while right hand 

curves down past the left hand and finishing in front of 

the hips. 
 

Link Posture ‘Cross hands’:  

Looking right, sweep right hand around in an arc so the 

right wrist finishes crossing over the left wrist. Step up 

with right leg, feet together with weight still on the left. 
 

13.1 Kick with right leg - Lift and turn forearms, palms 

forward as you straighten knees. Separate arms and 

extend to either side of the head as you kick to the right 

side (North-West) with the outside of the right foot. 
 

13.2 Link movements – Drop right foot and turn 

in right arm to Ward off right. Turn body to 

right, squaring hips NW. Step down right 

foot on heel shoulder width. 
 



 

 

             

            

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

    

            

 

    
 

             

             

              

 

 

 

14.1 Link Posture: Strike left – Shift weight forward onto 

right foot, as you arc left hand down and up to right 

palm.  Extending the left hand out at shoulder level, 

looking to the left. 

 

14.2 Kick with Left Leg – Move the left hand in an arc 

crossing over the outside of the right wrist. Step up 

with left leg, to Cross Hands, weight still on the right 

foot. Lift and separate hands out to the sides as you 

kick to the left side (South-West) with the outside of 

the left foot. 
 

15.  Left Brush Knee and Push – Step onto left heel and 

while shifting weight forward onto left foot, drop left 

hand palm down across knee to left side and right hand 

comes forwards in to push at shoulder height. 
 

14.3  Link movement – Turn body left (West) squaring hips 

to front, dropping right elbow and drawing right hand 

into shoulder. While the left hand moves palm down in 

front of your chest.  
 


